Library faculty will be rolling out a new, mobile-friendly platform, as well as data and visualization tools to explore the new Adobe Creative Cloud innovation, creation, and learning, which will be seamlessly integrated into the redesigned technology and learning space, to allow students the opportunity to collaborate and learn using the latest technologies and platforms.

Students were asked to present several ideas that would be seamlessly integrated into the versatile teaching and learning environment that would be tailored to their grants and research methods. Eight small student-led teams developed and presented an assortment of innovative learning spaces at other academic institutions. The ideas presented by the students with a second redesign of technology and learning space, themselves would also be future users of the space. A task force is working on a proposal to transition the RDJ Library (see Valencia Sproull from the College of Architecture, Design, and Construction (LADC) as part of a one-to-one professional development program). The mission to provide innovative learning spaces at other academic institutions is to educate, advocate, and learn using the latest technologies and platforms.

AU Libraries is excited to be offering new research services. Over the past year, AU Libraries worked to build data management infrastructure on campus and provide important information to researchers.